ANIMATED
SERIES PITCH BIBLE
“The only adults immature enough to make children’s cartoons”
by Joshua Young
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LOGLINE
A recently-promoted director must juggle adult animators
hell-bent on acting like children, impossible-to-please clients,
unforgiving deadlines, and her own sanity in the bizarre,
unpredictable world of children's animation.
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SHOW OVERVIEW
ANIMATED is a half-hour oﬃce comedy that takes place at a cartoon studio which doubles as a sanctuary for adults
who refuse to grow up. There’s an old philosophical question: “What one piece of advice would you oﬀer to a
newborn infant?” Whatever your answer is, I guarantee you that no one at the studio received any such guidance.
The studio itself is a sci-ﬁ and cartoon fan’s dream with hundreds of toys scattered everywhere, cartoon artwork on
every wall, and so many cheerful colours it’d be dangerous to do drugs and walk around. But beneath the almost
psychedelically-colourful surface lies an actual business. One with tight ﬁnancial targets, know-it-all eccentric clients,
and unforgiving deadlines.
Leading the oddball group of animators and artists is newly-promoted series director BARB. Her path towards one
day running her own studio is ﬁnally coming true. The only hiccup is surviving the onslaught of screwball antics that
both the staﬀ and clients throw at her on a daily basis.
The show will also focus on the unlikely friendships and kooky drama among the diverse group of animation staﬀ,
who are all diﬀerent ages, ethnicities, and cultures. But whatever the drama, whether it be computers infected by a
spy program from a rival studio, the staﬀ recovering from damaged retinas thanks to a laser tag tournament, or
Mary’s kids scheming up new plans to take over the studio, there’s still deadlines to be met, a show to air, and a wrap
party to have (and not invite Geri to).
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SHOW CROSS

MEETS

MEETS
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Barb Polak

THE CAST

Main Character - Series Director
●

Recently promoted to Series Director.

●

Ambitious to the point of obsessive.

●

Mentor to Devon, who’s Barb’s assistant director.

●

Conﬁdes in Mary, owner of the company, who is Barb’s Mentor.

●

Thinks she loves normality but actually needs chaos in her work life.

Barb had a geeky childhood. Her dream to one day own her own animation studio stems from her early years of
playing with Star Wars ﬁgurines, watching cartoons and reading sci-ﬁ novels. Now she is the rookie series director at a
moderately successful cartoon studio. Okay...not exactly a dream come true yet, but she’s working on it.
Throughout season one, her main goals are to keep her new cartoon show from going over budget, managing
everyone’s mental state, suﬀering through client notes, and assisting the owner of the studio with keeping her
children from stealing the company behind her back.
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Devon McLearn
Main Character - Assistant Director
●

Assistant Director / second-in-command to Barb.

●

They use their anxiety comedically as both a strength and a weakness.

●

Their two loves are routine and normality, but they will never get either while they’re in animation.

Having grown up in a small town, it took moving to the city before Devon realized they were non-binary. Now that
they are comfortable with themselves, it’s time to learn how to shed their small-town inferiority complex and learn to
be a leader in the circus that is children’s animation.
They are more comfortable being the second-in-command rather than taking on the full responsibilities of leadership.
Luckily for Devon, Barb sees Devon’s potential and has adopted them as Barb’s protégé. Throughout the seasons,
Devon will be called upon to take over leadership duties when Barb has larger ﬁsh to fry. During those times, Devon
will constantly and comically be battling with their own neurosis and imposter syndrome as they try to make sure an
episode gets to the client on time, on budget, and with everyone’s sanity intact.
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Mary Fischmann
Main Character - Studio Owner
●

Quick-witted.

●

Plans to run the studio until the day she dies.

●

Think Sophia from The Golden Girls, but with her own business.

Although the studio was originally owned and run by her late husband, Mary was always heavily involved. Because she
grew up in the old-school, male-dominated world of animation, she had to develop very thick skin. As a result, she’s
no-nonsense, thinks on her feet, and is so good at ﬁguring people out that she might as well be psychic. In fact she might
be, we don’t know.
Unlike many seniors, she has evolved with the times and is completely accepting of a person’s beliefs and all forms of
sexuality. So long as you get the job done and support your team, she won’t have a problem with you. Her only true
weakness is her lack of a verbal ﬁlter. This is especially apparent when she has to spend long hours with a client. She
hates networking and politics, but knows if she wants to keep the studio away from her selﬁsh kids, she has to ‘play ball.’
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John Berger Character Designer
●

Brilliant designer.

●

Inept at ‘reading the room.’

●

Loveable goofball.

John’s the type of person you look at, shrug, and realize he’ll always be a fun-seeking moronic man-child. That’s why
we love him. He just wants to design characters, have fun, and avoid real life responsibilities. If his family had their
way, he would be a hedge fund manager like his father. But in John’s own words, “I suck at landscaping.”

Sally Grover Head Animator
●

Goth.

●

Loves to make people feel uncomfortable.

●

Her lack of empathy can actually help in times of crisis.

Little is known about Sally’s past, and she likes it that way. She’s great at her job from a work standpoint. Socially it’s
hard to ﬁgure out who she considers a friend, if anyone. But if you need someone to do anything mildly illegal or
morally questionable, she’ll help you out. When Sally retires she’s been quoted as saying: “I’m gonna drink every day,
listen to Norwegian heavy metal music, and volunteer at a funeral home.”
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Geri Fischmann Head of Layout Department
●

Untrustworthy.

●

He’s the devil you know.

●

Witty and sarcastic.

Geri is bitter over losing his inheritance - the studio - to his mother Mary who then tried to ﬁre her evil son. Luckily for him,
he’s the best Layout Artist (camera movements and character positions) in the industry, otherwise he’d never be hired back.
He’s like Loki in the Marvel movies; sometimes on the right side, but always looking out for himself ﬁrst and foremost.

Daniel Young Video Editor
●

Sarcastic.

●

Know-it-all who talks too much.

●

Excellent editor but always has computer problems.

Daniel is your typical video editor; a bit of a know-it-all, would like to be left alone, and wants to avoid every bit of drama
the studio has to oﬀer. Unfortunately the editing room is the epicenter of the studio, where all animation comes in to be
reviewed and put into the show. So despite his best eﬀorts, he’ll always get the full force of all the drama. A normal
Daniel freak-out over client notes might go something like: “Dynamic, organic, progressable, and engaging all mean
nothing! They are empty buzz words every client uses...and one of them isn’t even a real word!”
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Emily Case Oﬃce Manager
●

Always overly caﬀeinated.

●

Oblivious by nature.

●

Puts her foot in her mouth all the time but never realizes it.

Emily is the friendly face of the studio. She’s in charge of giving studio tours to students and children, organizing
studio schedules, sorting mail, and other oﬃce administrative work. The challenge is, she sucks at all of that. But she’s
so clueless that no one has the heart to ﬁre her. The I.T. department just keeps automating any part of her job they
can so the studio can keep running without any hiccups.

Jana Clervi Production Coordinator
●

Very ﬁt and muscular.

●

Zero B.S.

●

No ﬁlter.

Jana is the kind of employee you want at the tenth or fourteenth hour when times are tough. You’ll ﬁnd her doing
push-ups and drinking electrolytes to stay level-headed in times of extreme stress. But this also has the adverse eﬀect
of her giving zero f*#ks for others working the same amount of overtime she does. Jana quote: “My father was an
Ironman, my mother a champion bodybuilder, my grandmother choked out a nazi...last year.”
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PILOT
Storylines

”Rally the troops!...that we ﬁred.”

A: Barb is promoted to Series Director but has to go around the city and rehire staﬀ who were let go during cutbacks.
B: Devon is left in charge and needs “all hands on deck” to ﬁx swear words hidden all throughout an entire episode.
C: An annoying client and student tour group are visiting the studio. Devon has to hide the swear word debacle until they leave.
Synopsis
It’s a slow day for Barb at Kid’s Brain Studios. Until a minute later when she gets promoted to series director, an annoying client
makes a surprise visit, a student tour group is roaming the halls, swear words have been discovered in an episode, and a newly
acquired show means more staﬀ are needed right away. And it’s bring your pet to work day today. With no time to think, Barb
sets out to go to ﬁnd the ﬁred employees at their new jobs and beg them to come back. Meanwhile, Devon must curb their
anxiety and take charge of the swear word debacle, or else potentially lose a multi-million dollar contract.
After Barb convinces the loveable goofball John to leave his barista job and Jana (who hates customer service anyways) to leave
her gym, the last two, Kyle and Geri, might prove to be the most diﬃcult. Kyle now works at a laser tag arena and has lost all faith
in the studio’s loyalty to their employees. After some passionate pleading, and after John wreaks havoc in the laser tag arena, Kyle
declines Barb’s oﬀer. To her surprise however, Geri, the studio owner’s evil son, accepts. Although it’s obvious he has ulterior
motives, “better the devil you know” is Barb’s philosophy at the moment.
As everyone returns to the studio, Barb discovers that Devon has tricked the student tour group into helping with the swear word
issue. But Geri, admitting he caused the issue in the ﬁrst place, tells them how to get rid of all the swear words with the push of
one button. Later Barb confesses to Mary that she can’t accept her new title unless there is more job security for everyone in the
studio. Mary agrees at the same time that Kyle walks into the studio. He tells Barb he might not trust the studio, but he trusts her,
so he’ll come back. Right then Devon and Sally walk by, yelling out swear words that each have found and tallying them up.
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EPISODE CONCEPT EXAMPLES
EPISODE 1: “RALLY THE TROOPS!...THAT WE FIRED”

EPISODE 5: “LIFE, AH, AH, FINDS A WAY”

Barb’s ﬁrst duty as Series Director unfortunately is to go around the city
and rehire staﬀ who were let go during cutbacks. Devon’s left in charge
and needs to somehow get rid of dozens of swear words hidden in an
episode by a ﬁred employee. All this on the same day that a major client
is making a surprise visit.

A scheduling error by a coordinator has lead to staﬀ working over the
weekend. But many of them have plans they can’t put oﬀ. While they
bounce back and forth from home life to work, an AC maintenance test
turns the studio into an oven.

EPISODE 2: “WHERE’S MY MOJO?!”

EPISODE 6: “CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE CLIENT KIND”

Designing a new series is tough enough, but it gets worse when your
lead designer, John, has lost his mojo. Meanwhile, the upcoming
Christmas vacation has thrown a wrench into Barb’s original plans for
her new show as well as the holiday plans of her rehired staﬀ.

Emily has mistakenly booked meetings with every client the studio has,
in the same day. To make matters worse, many of whom have had
complicated romantic and business relationships with one another in
the past. Meanwhile, Devon is trying to tackle their newfound romantic
feelings for John.

EPISODE 3: “NEW YEAR, NOT NEW ME”

EPISODE 7: “SPEAK FRIEND AND ENTER”

It’s a new year, and a foley / recording studio has moved upstairs. It’s
now subjecting staﬀ to sounds of footsteps, animals, dings, splats, and
more above their heads 24/7. But others have bigger ﬁsh to fry as they
discover they’ve been scammed by a gym membership scheme in a vain
attempt to get the New Year's bodies of their dreams.

The I.T. department has built an artiﬁcially intelligent system that will
take away jobs. But after Barb and her team convince Mary that the
human touch is superior for now, the A.I. retaliates by locking all doors
and stopping production. The team must now somehow defeat a jealous
computer system hell-bent on existing.

EPISODE 4: “GAME OVER MAN, GAME OVER!”

EPISODE 8: “SOMEBODY HAS TO SAVE OUR SKINS”

Barb ﬁnds out the studio spends more money on power usage at night,
when most staﬀ are supposed to be at home. Her sleuthing uncovers
an underground video game society that she and others weren’t invited
to. Barb and Devon will have to form an unlikely alliance with Geri to
inﬁltrate this secret society and ﬁnd out why they weren’t invited.

A potential client can’t decide whether Kid’s Brain Studios or a rival
company gets a new multi-million dollar series. The craziest idea,
however, seems to be the only solution: the studios’ best competitive
lightsaber players will duel each other to decide who gets the series.
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SEASONS 1-3
SEASON 1 - Where No Show Has Gone Before
A new show, a promoted series director, and a studio ﬁlled with slightly disgruntled staﬀ who were ﬁred, then rehired before Christmas
break; welcome to Kid’s Brain Studios! Despite the rocky start, Barb and her team of adults (who never truly want to grow up) are determined
to get episodes done, almost within budget and as on time as they can. With a constant bombardment of incoherent client notes, computer
failures, and interpersonal drama, the team somehow still pulls a rabbit out of their butts and gets the job done in the ﬁnal hour. If they can
just survive the show’s ﬁrst season, the next one should be the same...or worse.

SEASON 2 - The Search For More Shows
After a successful ﬁrst season, Barb’s animated series has been renewed! It’s time to get going with Season Two. But the studio owner Mary
has even bigger plans. Due to a clause in her late husband’s will, she needs to be continuously creating new shows and has decided to try
and acquire a rival animation studio to help with the workload. The icing on the cake is that she wants Barb to run the studio if they succeed
in purchasing it. Barb’s dream come true, however, quickly turns into a nightmare as the studio in question is notorious for having the most
untalented and vengeful animators in the city. Meanwhile at Kid’s Brain Studios, it seems everyone is hooking up with everyone else. All the
romance, however, is starting to cause problems in production. On one hand, if the staﬀ are all dating each other...nope...there’s no
advantage to this. There’ll be drama.

SEASON 3 - I’ll Be Back
Kid’s Brain Studios has become the leading animation company in the city! But while Mary was busy killing it in the business world, she put
some secret health concerns aside. Unfortunately, her health has caught up with her and she’s been hospitalized until further notice.
Although Geri has turned over a new leaf, he’s still the untrustworthy Loki type character in the studio. It’s not clear if he’s going to use the
opportunity to take over the studio or not. Mary’s other children, aka vultures, are also looking to swoop in and grab the company for their
own. Barb, Devon, and the rest of the team will have to juggle running the company, the ongoing needs of their eccentric staﬀ, pleasing
clients, and now keeping Mary’s children away until she comes back...if she ever comes back. Oh...also John and Devon are engaged. Crazy
right? Totally didn’t see that coming. There will be a wedding.
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TONE
Visually, the series will be energetic, bright, and
colourful. The pacing will be brisk and framing will
support dramatic angles at times, while at other
times they will be used as a setup for comedic
moments. Examples would be objects ﬂying into
frame, past frame, people falling out of frame etc...
The show will cover the spectrum of comedic visual
styles; from classic vaudeville and slapstick to
modern-day mix of camera and physical comedy
employed by directors such as Edgar Wright and
Wes Anderson.
Whether the situation is happy, sad, or just dark,
the musical choices can be extreme in order to
heighten the comedy by displaying the ridiculous
seriousness characters place on their work. Being
told you can’t add shimmering glitter animation
may not sound serious to you and me, but playing
“Mad World” by Gary Jules ﬁts the devastating
emotions a design artist goes through when they
can’t get the sparkles they want.
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THE WORLD
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ANIMATED
E: joshuayoung9@gmail.com
P: +1 (416) 832-2859
Social: www.joshuayoung.com
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